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THREE DIMENSIONAL DIVISORIAL EXTREMAL
NEIGHBORHOODS
NIKOLAOS TZIOLAS
Abstract. In this paper we study divisorial extremal neighbor-
hoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, such that 0 ∈ X is a cAn type threefold
terminal singularity, and Γ = f(E) is a smooth curve, where E is
the f -exceptional divisor. We view a divisorial extremal neighbor-
hood as a one parameter smoothing of certain surface singularities,
and based on this we give a classification of such neighborhoods.
1. Introduction
One of the most important and difficult problems of modern three
dimensional birational geometry, is the study of the structure of bira-
tional maps between two Fano-Mori fiber spaces X/S andX ′/S ′. Many
of the classical rationality problems fall into this context.
In order to achieve this, the Sarkisov program was developed by
Corti, Reid and Sarkisov [Cor95], whose aim is to factorize any bira-
tional map between Fano-Mori fiber spaces as a composition of simpler
maps, the so called “elementary links”. These links consist of divisorial
contractions, flips and flops, and their structure is at the moment not
well understood. Flops were classified by Kolla´r [Ko91], and flips by
Kolla´r and Mori [Ko-Mo92]. The structure of divisorial contractions
is still an open problem. Therefore, and in order to be able to have a
working form of the Sarkisov program, it is essential to try and classify
divisorial contractions E ⊂ Y
f
−→ Γ ⊂ X .
Mori and Cutkosky [Cut88a] have classified such contractions in the
case that Y is Gorenstein. The case that Γ is just a point, has been
studied by Luo, Corti, Kawakita and others.
The case that Γ is a curve have been studied by Kawamata [Kaw94],
and Tziolas [Tzi02]. Kawamata showed that if there is a cyclic quotient
singularity P ∈ Γ ⊂ X , then Γ = {P}, and f is a weighted blow up.
In [Tzi02], the case when Γ is a smooth curve and the general section
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S of X through Γ is a D2n singularity was studied, and a classification
was given.
In this paper we will give a classification of divisorial contractions in
the case that Γ is a smooth curve, and X has cAn type singularities.
Hence this paper together with [Tzi02] and a forthcoming one that will
complete the study of the cD cases, will give a complete classification
of divisorial contractions E ⊂ Y
f
−→ Γ ⊂ X , when X is Gorenstein
and Γ a smooth curve.
The methods used are completely different than the ones used in [Tzi02].
The proper setting of the problem is the local one. We will study maps
C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 such that 0 ∈ X is the germ of a cAn type singu-
larity, the exceptional set of f is an irreducible divisor and C = f−1(0)
an irreducible curve. We call such a map a divisorial extremal neigh-
borhood.
We view a divisorial extremal neighborhood as a one parameter de-
formation of certain surface singularities, and then we reduce the prob-
lem of understanding contractions in understanding deformations of
surface singularities. The idea is the following. Start with an index
1 threefold singularity 0 ∈ X . Then in suitable analytic coordinates,
it can be described by (g(x, y, z) + tf(x, y, z, t) = 0) ⊂ C4, where
(g(x, y, z) = 0) ⊂ C3 is a DuVal surface singularity. Therefore X can
be viewed as a one parameter deformation of a DuVal singularity. Let
now T be the general section of X through 0, and Z = f ∗T . Then Y
is a one parameter deformation of Z. Moreover, since Y itself is ter-
minal and Q-Gorenstein (i.e., KY is Q-Cartier), Y is a Q-Gorenstein,
terminal smoothing of the surface singularity Z.
Therefore we may construct a divisorial extremal neighborhood as
follows. Start with a birational map f : C ⊂ Z −→ 0 ∈ T , where 0 ∈ T
is DuVal, C ∼= P1, and −KZ is f -ample. Let Y be a one parameter Q-
Gorenstein, terminal smoothing of Z. Then f extends to a birational
morphism Y −→ X [Ma-Ro71] [Ko-Mo92, Proposition 11.4], where
X is a one parameter deformation of T . X is cDV and therefore the
contraction is divisorial and not flipping. This way we obtain a three
dimension divisorial extremal neighborhood.
The success of this method depends on showing that given a diviso-
rial contraction as above, Z = f ∗T has reasonably good singularities
whose deformation spaces can be worked and therefore classify all di-
visorial extremal neighborhoods in this way.
Let Γ ⊂ S ⊂ X be the general section of X through Γ. This must
be DuVal [Ko-Mo92]. Let C = f−1(0), be the central curve, and
SY = f
−1
∗ S. Then we will proceed by considering two cases. The first
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one is when C ⊂ SY . This will be called, according to the terminol-
ogy introduced by Kolla´r and Mori [Ko-Mo92], a semistable extremal
neighborhood. The other case, i.e., when C 6⊂ SY , is the nonsemistable
case. In the nonsemistable case, two subcases will have to be consid-
ered. When the general member Z of |OY | is normal, and when it is
not. Theorems 4.3, 4.4 are treating the first case, and theorems 4.7, 4.8,
treat the second case. Finally theorems 5.2, 5.3, treat the semistable
case, and corrollary 5.5 shows that there is a one to one correspondence
between semistable extremal neighborhoods and the solutions of a cer-
tain Pell equation. As an application we consider the cases that 0 ∈ X
is a cA1 and cA2 singularities.
Most of this work was made during my stay at Max Planck Institute
fu¨r Mathematik. I would also like to thank Ja´nos Kolla´r for many
fruitful discussions during my visit to Princeton University in April
2003, as well as Princeton University for the hospitality.
2. Terminology, Notations.
We start by defining divisorial contractions and extremal neighbor-
hoods.
Definition 2.1. A threefold divisorial contraction is a proper mor-
phism E ⊂ Y
f
−→ Γ ⊂ X, with the following properties:
(1) Y is Q-factorial.
(2) Y −E ∼= X − Γ, and E is an irreducible divisor.
(3) −KY is f -ample.
(4) X and Y have terminal singularities.
Definition 2.2. A three dimensional extremal neighborhood is a proper
morphism C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, with the following properties:
(1) Q ∈ X is the germ of a terminal singularity, with Y also ter-
minal.
(2) C = f−1(0) is an irreducible curve.
(3) −KY is f -ample.
If the exceptional set of f is an irreducible divisor, then the extremal
neighborhood is called divisorial. Otherwise it is called flipping. So,
a divisorial extremal neighborhood is the local version of a divisorial
contraction when Γ is a curve.
Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a divisorial extremal neighborhood. We
will denote by E the f -exceptional divisor, and by Γ it’s center on
X . i.e., Γ = f(E). In this paper Γ will always be considered to be a
smooth curve.
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Let S be the general section of X through Γ, which must be Du-
Val [Ko-Mo92]. Then an extremal neighborhood will be called semistable
if C ⊂ SY = f
−1
∗ S, and non-semistable if C 6⊂ SY = f
−1
∗ S.
A threefold Y will be called Q-Gorenstein, iff KY is Q-Cartier. Fi-
nally we will define the notion of T -singularities.
Definition 2.3 (Definition 3.7 [KoBa88]). A normal surface singular-
ity is called a T -singularity, if it is a quotient singularity and admits a
Q-Gorenstein one parameter smoothing. Such a smoothing must nec-
essary be terminal.
Such singularities have been completely classified [Bri68], [KoBa88].
We will also use the notion of semi-log-canonical (slc), and semi-log-
terminal (slt) singularities as they appear in [KoBa88, Definition 4.17].
3. Singularities of the general member of |OY |.
Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a divisorial extremal neighborhood with
0 ∈ X of type cAn, for some n, and let T be the general section of X
through 0. In this section we will study the singularirities of Z = f ∗T .
It turns out that unlike the cD cases where Z has bad singularities,
the cA cases behave much better. The next lemma shows that.
Lemma 3.1. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ 0 ∈ X be a divisorial extremal neighbor-
hood. Suppose that 0 ∈ X is cAn type, and let 0 ∈ T ⊂ X be the general
section through the singularity. Let Z = f ∗T . Then Z has semi-log-
canonical (slc) singularities. Moreover, the points of index > 1 are
semi-log-terminal (slt).
Singularities of this type have been classified by Brieskorn [Bri68],
Shepherd-Barron and Kolla´r [KoBa88], and hence it is possible to de-
scribe them precisely.
Corollary 3.2. With assumptions as in the previous lemma, the index
> 1 points of Z are one of the following two types:
(1) Normal klt singularities given as a quotient W/Zn, where W is
xy − znd = 0 in C3, the group action is x 7→ ζx, y 7→ ζ−1y,
z 7→ ζaz, where ζ is an n-th root of unity, and (a, n) = 1.
(2) (xy = 0) ⊂ C3/Zn, and the group action is x 7→ ζ
ax, y 7→ ζ−ay,
z 7→ ζz, where ζ is an n-th root of unity, and (a, n) = 1.
The index 1 points are either DuVal, degenerate cusps, normal crossing
or pinch points.
In individual cases we will be able to get more precise information.
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Proof. Let E be the exceptional divisor and Γ = f(E). Let Γ ⊂ S ⊂ X
be the general section of X containing Γ. Then by [Ko-Mo92] this is
DuVal, and by [Tzi02] it must in fact be of type Am. Then if T is
the general section of X through 0, the pair (X,S + T ) must be log-
canonical. This follows from inversion of adjunction. (X,S+T ) is log-
canonical iff (S, T |S) is log-canonical. But if S is given by xy−zm = 0,
then T |S is just z = 0, and therefore the union of the lines l1 : x = z =
0, and l2 : y = z = 0. The pair (S, l1 + l2) is now easily checked to be
log-canonical.
Now f ∗S = SY + E, and KY = f
∗KX + E. Therefore,
KY + SY + Z = f
∗(KX + S + T ),
and therefore (Y, SY + Z) is also log-canonical. It is also true that
KY + SY = f
∗(KX + S). From this it follows that the high index
points of Y must be on SY , and it immediately follows again from
inversion of adjunction that the high index points of Z must be semi-
log-terminal (slt). If it happens that Z is normal, then they are just
klt quotient singularities. However, it is possible that Z is not normal
and therefore it can be just slt, as we will see later.
Now if it happens that Z is normal, then the high index points are klt
singularities that have one parameter Q-Gorenstein smoothings. These
are classified [KoBa88, Proposition 3.10] as mentioned above and are
those given in part (1) of the corollary.
The index 1 points are log-canonical. Moreover, it is easy to see that
R1f∗OZ = 0, and hence they are also rational singularities. But then
by [Kaw88, lemma 9.3], they must be DuVal.
Suppose now that Z is not normal. Once again the high index points
are slt with one parameter Q-Gorenstein smoothings. They are classi-
fied [KoBa88, Theorem 4.23, 5.1], and are exactly what stated in the
corollary. 
The most general result that we can give towards classification of
divisorial extremal neighborhoods Y −→ X , with X cAn is the follow-
ing.
Theorem 3.3. Fix an An surface germ (0 ∈ T ), and the germ (C ⊂ Σ)
of a surface Σ along a smooth curve C. Then there exist a closed
subscheme WC,Σ ⊂ Def(0 ∈ T ) with the following property. Let 0 ∈
Γ ⊂ X be a threefold germ along a smooth curve Γ, such that the general
section of X at 0 is isomorphic to (0 ∈ T ), and (Γ ⊂ S) ∼= (C ⊂ Σ),
where S is the general section of X through Γ. X is a deformation of
T over the unit disk ∆, and there is a natural map ∆ −→ Def(0 ∈ T ).
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Then a divisorial extremal neighborhood Y −→ X contracting an
irreducible divisor E onto Γ exists, iff
Im[∆ −→ Def(0 ∈ T )] ⊂ WC,Σ.
The proof of the theorem will be given at the end of section 5.
4. Non-semistable neigborhoods.
In this section we will classify the non-semistable divisorial extremal
neighborhoods f : C ⊂ Y −→ 0 ∈ X . Let E be the exceptional divisor,
and Γ = f(E). Let S be the general section of X through Γ. Then
C 6⊂ SY . Let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0, which is
an Am singularity for some m, and let Z = f
∗T . The following two
examples will show that there are cases when Z is normal, and others
that it is not. Therefore we will have to treat the two cases differently.
Example 1. Start with the germ of a smooth surface along four
P1’s with the following configuration:
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−3
◦
|
•
-1
Now contract all except the −1 curve to get a birational map C ⊂
Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0, where 0 ∈ T is an A2 DuVal singularity, and Z has
exactly one singular point P , which is a cyclic quotient singularity of
type 1/12(1, 5). This is 1
n2d
(1, and− 1), with n = 2, d = 3, a = 1, and
hence it is a T -singularity[KoBa88] and hence admits a Q-Gorenstein
terminal smoothing Y , which must be terminal by [KoBa88, Corollary
3.6]. Now the map f extends to a birational morphism Y −→ X , which
is a divisorial extremal neighborhood such that Z = f ∗T is normal.
The following example which was communicated to me by Shigefumi
Mori, shows that it is indeed possible to have Z non-normal.
Example 2. Consider the configuration
−2
◦ —
−4
◦ —
−4
• —
−1
• —
−2
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−3
◦
Contracting all curves except those marked by a solid circle, we obtain
a morphism Z
f
−→ T , where T is an A2 singularity, the exceptional
set is the union of two rational curves C1, C2, and Z has exactly two
singular points P1 and P2. From the construction it is clear that (P1 ∈
Z) ∼= 1/7(1, 2), and (P2 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/7(1,−2). The curves C1 and C2 can
be identified to a rational curve C, and we see Z as the normalization
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of Z which has exactly one high index point which is of type (xy =
0)/Z7(2,−2, 1).
Z has a Q-Gorenstein terminal smoothing Y , and the map Z −→ T
extends to a map Y
f
−→ X , that is a divisorial extremal neighborhood
such that Z = f ∗T is not normal.
Hence from the above examples it is clear that we must consider sep-
arately the cases of non-semistable neighborhoods with Z normal and
non-normal. We will call the first kind Normal non-semistable neigh-
borhoods, and the second Non-normal non-semistable neighborhoods
4.1. Normal non-semistable neighborhoods. We now want to clas-
sify non-semistable divisorial neighborhoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, such
that if T is the general section through 0, then Z = f ∗T is normal.
Let S the general section of X through Γ. Since we are in the non-
semistable case, SY ∼= S. First we want to get more information about
the singularities of Z.
Lemma 4.1. With assumptions as above, Z has exactly one singular
point P of index bigger than 1, and at most one index 1 singular point
which must be DuVal. Moreover, (P ∈ Z) ∼= 1n2d(1, and − 1), with
(a, n) = 1.
Proof. By lemma 3.1 and corollary 3.2, it follows that the high index
points are of the type stated in the lemma, and they must be on SY ∩C,
which is a single reduced point from the assumption that SY ∼= S.
Therefore there is only one high index point.
The index 1 singular points must be DuVal by lemma 3.2. The only
thing left is to show that there can be at most one. Let U
g
−→ Z be
the minimal resolution of Z. Let CU = g
−1
∗ C. Since 0 ∈ T is DuV al,
U must dominate the minimal resolution of 0 ∈ T , and therefore it is
obtained from it by a sequence of blow ups. Therefore, C2U = −1. If
there are more than two DuVal points on Z, then in the dual graph of
Z there will be the configuration
−2
◦ —
−1
◦ —
−2
◦
After contracting CU we get the configuration
−1
◦ —
−1
◦ , which is not
contractible anymore. Therefore there must be at most one DuVal
point on Z. 
Hence we must classify surface birational maps C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0,
such that 0 ∈ T is Am, for some m, and Z has one T -singularity
as above and at most one DuVal point. Moreover, we want that the
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resulting threefold extremal neighborhood Y −→ X is divisorial, and
if E is the exceptional divisor, then Γ = f(E) is smooth.
First we show how to compute the multiplicity of Γ.
Lemma 4.2. Let C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0 be a birational map of surfaces.
Let Y be a Q-Gorenstein terminal smoothing of Z, and let Y
f
−→ X be
the threefold extremal neighborhood that is produced by extending f in
the family. Assume that it is divisorial, E the exceptional divisor, and
Γ = f(E). Then the multiplicity mΓ of Γ is given by
mΓ = −
(C ·KZ)
2
C2
Proof. Look at how the curve C degenerates in the family. In the
general fiber Yg, the exceptional set is a disjoint union of m = mΓ
smooth rational −1-curves, say C1, · · · , Cm. They degenerate to νC in
the central fiber Z. Then we have
νC ·KZ = (
m∑
i=1
Ci) ·KZg = −m
ν2C2 = (
m∑
i=1
Ci)
2 = −m
Now suppose that KZ = f
∗KT + aC. This implies that
a =
C ·KZ
C2
= ν.
Therefore we obtain that
mΓ = −
(C ·KZ)
2
C2
as claimed. 
We are now in position to describe all normal non-semistable diviso-
rial extremal neighborhoods.
Theorem 4.3. Normal non-semistable divisorial extremal neighbor-
hoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, with X of type cAm for some m, and Γ
smooth, are in one to one correspondence with Q-Gorenstein smooth-
ings of normal surface germs C ⊂ Z that satisfy the following condi-
tions:
(1) Z has exactly one high index point P and at most one index
one singular point. Moreover, (P ∈ Z) ∼= 1n2d(1, and− 1), with
(a, n) = 1, and the index 1 point is DuVal.
(2) KZ · C = −1/n, and C
2 = −1/n2
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As a consequence of the second condition follows that KY · C = −1/n,
and n = index(Y ).
To complete the description of the resulting neighborhood Y
f
−→ X ,
we want to obtain information about the singularity of X , and of the
general section S of X containing Γ, from data of Z.
Theorem 4.4. Let C ⊂ Z be a normal surface germ with the properties
stated in theorem 4.3, and let C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0 be the contraction of
C. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be the associating threefold contraction.
Then
(1) C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 can be obtained from the following diagram
V
ν
~~||
||
||
|| pi
  
@@
@@
@@
@@
W
g
  B
BB
BB
BB
B Y
f
~~ ~
~~
~~
~
X
whereW is the blow up ofX along Γ. There are two g-exceptional
divisors, a ruled surface E over Γ, and F ∼= P2 over 0. V is the
Q-factorialization of E, and pi contracts FV ∼= P
2 to a point.
(2) 0 ∈ X is cAd−1, where d is the torsion of Cl
sc(Z)/([C] = 0)
and Clsc(Z) is the group of Q-Cartier divisors of Z.
(3) Let S be the general section of X containing Γ. It is Aν for
some ν. Suppose that Γ intersects the Ek exceptional curve in
the fundamental cycle of the minimal resolution of S. Then,
n =
ν + 1
(k, ν + 1)
Proof. Part 1. of theorem 4.3 follows from lemma 3.1. For the second
part we must find the conditions for 0 ∈ T to be DuV al, and Γ smooth.
From lemma 4.2, it follows that Γ is smooth iff
(1) C2 + (KZ · C)
2 = 0.
We now need the following characterization of cDV points.
Lemma 4.5. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a divisorial extremal neighbor-
hood as above. Then X has index 1, iff one of the following equivalent
conditions is satisfied.
(1) Clsc(Y ) is torsion free.
(2) KY · C = −1/n, where n is the index of Y .
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Proof. Suppose that Clsc(Y ) is torsion free. Then f ∗KX = KY − E,
where E is the f -exceptional divisor. Let m be the index of X . Then
mKX = 0, and hence m(KY − E) = 0. Therefore KY − E = 0, and
hence m = 1.
Conversely, suppose that X has index 1 and hence it is cDV. Let
DY ∈ Cl
sc(Y ) be a torsion element, i.e., mDY = 0, for some m, and
hence DY · C = 0. Then DY = f
∗DX for some Q-Cartier divisor DX
in X . But since X is cDV, DX must in fact be Cartier [Kaw88], and
hence DX = 0 and therefore DY = 0 as well. Hence Cl
sc(Y ) is torsion
free.
To see the second assertion now. By [Mo88, Corollary 1.10], Clsc(Y )
is torsion free iff there exist an effective divisor D ∈ Clsc(Y ) such that
D · C = 1/n. On the other hand, from the proof of lemma 4.2 it
follows that KY · C = E · C = −1/ν, for some number ν|n. Then
(nD + νE) · C = 0, and hence nD + νE = f ∗(nDX) for some divisor
DX . But since f is generically the blow up of Γ, it follows that ν ≥ n,
and hence ν = n. 
Therefore, KY · C = −1/n and hence (1) is also equivalent to the
condition C2 = −1/n2. This concludes the proof of theorem 4.3.
To see part (1) of theorem 4.4 now. By [Tzi02], it follows that the
contraction Y −→ X can be constructed by the following diagram:
V
ν

φ
//_______ V ′
pi

W
g
  B
BB
BB
BB
B Y
f
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
X
where, W and V are as in the statement of the theorem, and φ is a
composition of flips. We want to show that in this case there are no
flips and in fact V = V ′. Suppose that there are flips, and let C ′ be
the last flipped curve. Then KV ′ · C
′ > 0. Let h = f ◦ pi. Then
KV ′ + SV ′ = h
∗(KX + S)
where S is the general section of X through Γ. Then it follows that
SV ′ · C
′ < 0, and therefore C ′ ⊂ SV ′ . KV ′ is pi-negative and hence C
′
does not contract, and pi(C ′) = C. But this implies that C ⊂ SY , which
is not the case since we only consider non-semistable neighborhoods.
Therefore there are no flips and hence V = V ′.
We now want to show that FV is contracted to a point by pi. By [Tzi02]
it follows that KW + SW = g
∗(KX + S). Therefore KV + SV =
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h∗(KX + S). Moreover, KY + SY = f
∗(KX + S). Hence we see that
KV + SV = pi
∗(KY + SY ).
Therefore FV is pi crepant. If C 6⊂ SY , and FV contracts onto C, then
in fact FV is crepant over Y . But this is impossible since Y is assumed
to be terminal. Hence, and since C 6⊂ SY , FV must contract to a
point. In particular this implies that no ν-exceptional curve ∆ can be
contained in FV . If they did then they would have to be contracted
by pi. But this is impossible since KV is pi-negative and KV · ∆ = 0.
Hence FV ∼= F ∼= P
2.
Now look at f : Z −→ T . If the conditions of theorem 4.3 are satis-
fied, then 0 ∈ T is DuVal, and in particular of type Ad−1. We want to
find d. Suppose that 0 ∈ T is given by xy−zd = 0, and let l ⊂ X be the
line x = z = 0. Then d = index(l). Let l′ = f−1∗ l. Then f
∗l = l′ + δC,
and since dl = 0, it follows that d(l′ + δC) = 0, or equivalently that
dl′+mC = 0, for d,m ∈ N. Now it is known that Clsc(Z) is generated
by [l] and [C], with the relation dl′+mC = 0. Therefore it follows that
d is just the torsion part of Clsc(Z)/([C] = 0).
Finally we want to get information about the general section S of
X through Γ. It is of type Aν , for some ν [Tzi02]. Let E, F ∼= P
2 be
the g-exceptional divisors, and EV , FV their birational transform in V .
Let l ⊂ F be a general line. Then
Claim:
(1)
index(EV ) =
ν−k+1
(k,ν+1)
, index(FV ) = lcm(k, ν − k + 1)
(2)
l · FV = −
ν + 1
k(ν − k + 1)
Now suppose that KV = pi
∗KY + aFV . KV · l = KW · l = −1. Hence
a = k(ν − k + 1)/(ν + 1), and therefore
KV = pi
∗KY +
k(ν − k + 1)
ν + 1
FV .
It now immediately follows that
n = index(Y ) =
ν + 1
(k, ν + 1)
as claimed.
Proof of the claim. We start by computing the indices of EV and
FV . The following result will be very useful.
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Lemma 4.6. Let 0 ∈ S be an An DuVal singularity. Let U
f
−→ S be
the minimal resolution and Ei, i = 1, . . . n, the exceptional curves. Let
l be a line in S that its birational transform l′ = f−1∗ l intersects Ek.
Then the index of l in S is (n+ 1)/(k, n+ 1).
Remark: The above lemma has the following interpretation. Sup-
pose that 0 ∈ S is given by xy − zn+1 = 0. Let l be the line given by
x − zk = y − zn−k+1 = 0. Then the index of l is (n + 1)/(k, n + 1).
Under suitable coordinates, all smooth curves through the singularity
are given by equations of the above form [Jaf92], and hence we have
described the index of any smooth curve depending on its position in
the fundamental cycle in the minimal resolution.
Proof of the lemma. It is not difficult to find that
f ∗l = l′ +
n− k + 1
n + 1
k∑
i=1
iEi +
k
n + 1
n−k∑
i=1
(n+ 1− k − i)Ek+i.
The lemma now follows immediately. 
Look atW now. L = E∩F is a line in F = P2 [Tzi02]. At the generic
point of L, Spec(OW,L) is two DuVal singularities, E, F correspond to
lines, and the extended dual graphs are by [Tzi02, Propositions 4.5,
4.6]
E1
◦ —
E2
◦ — · · ·—
Ek
◦ — · · ·—
En−k
◦ —
F
•
|
•
E
and
F
• —
En−k+2
◦ —◦— · · ·—
En
◦
Therefore, W is singular along two lines. L = E ∩F , and another that
does not lie in E but only in F . Therefore, by using the previous lemma,
we see that at the generic point of L, E has index (ν−k+1)/(k, ν+1),
and F lcm(k, ν − k+ 1). V is just the blow up of W along mE, where
m = (ν−k+1)/(k, ν+1), and part (1) of the claim follows immediately.
Now to compute l ·EV . for a general line l ⊂ FV ∼= P
2. EV has index
(ν−k+1)/(k, ν+1). Hence (ν−k+1)EV · l = length(ν−k+1)EV ∩ l.
To find this we can work at the generic point of L, where E and F are
lines, and calculate (ν − k + 1)EV ∩ FV , or EV ∩ (ν − k + 1)FV .
By [Jaf92], under suitable coordinates, V , E and F are given at the
generic point of L by xy − zν−k+1 = 0, x − zk = y − zν−2k+1 = 0 and
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x = zν−k+1 = 0. It now follows that
EV ∩ (ν − k + 1)FV = length
C[[x, y, z]]
(x, zk, zν−k+1, y − zν−2k+1)
= k.
Hence
l · EV =
k
ν − k + 1
.
By [Tzi02, Proposition 4.6] it follows that g−1(Γ) = E+kF . Therefore,
l · (EV + kFV ) = l · (E + kF ) = −1. since W is the blow up of Γ.
Therefore,
l · FV = −1 −
k
ν − k + 1
= −
ν + 1
k(ν − k + 1)
,
and the claim and hence the theorem is proved. 
All the quantities that appear in theorem 4.3 can be computed with
respect to n, a, d and the position of C in the fundamental cycle of
P ∈ Z, and hence the equations KZ · C = −1/n and C
2 = −1/n2
become equations involving the mentioned invariants of the singularity
P ∈ Z. Therefore, divisorial contractions of this type are in one to
one correspondence with the solutions of two diophantine equations.
Unfortunately, C can be anywhere in the fundamental cycle of P ∈ Z,
which makes a reasonable description of KZ · C = −1/n and C
2 =
−1/n2 in terms of n, a, d difficult to get. However, we will see that
the semistable case behaves much better in this respect.
The following examples show that the curve C can indeed be any-
where in the fundamental cycle.
Example 3. Consider the configuration of P1’s
−2
◦ —
−4
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−2
◦
|
•
−1
—
−3
◦ —
−3
◦
Contract all curves except the −1 to get a map C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0, such
that 0 ∈ T is an A3 DuVal singularity and Z has exactly one singular
point P , which is of type 1/n2d(1, and − 1), with n = 5, d = 4 and
a = 3.
Now Let Y
f
−→ X be the corresponding threefold contraction, let E
the exceptional divisor and Γ = f(E). We want to find the multiplicity
of E.
Let U
g
−→ Z be the minimal resolution, and Ei, i = 1 . . . 6, the
exceptional curves. By construction C intersects E4. It is easy to see
that
KU = g
∗KZ − 2/5E1 − 4/5E2 − 4/5E3 − 4/5E4 − 4/5E5 − 3/5E6
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and hence KZ · C = −1/5. It is also easy to compute that
g∗C = CU +2/25E1+4/25E2+14/25E3+24/25E4+9/25E5+3/25E6
and hence C2 = −1/25. It now follows from lemma 4.2 that Γ is
smooth.
Example 4. Consider the configuration of P1’s
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−2
◦
|
•
−1
—
−4
◦
As in the previous example we obtain a map C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0, such
that 0 ∈ T is A3, and P ∈ Z ∼= 1/n
2d(1, and − 1), with n = 6, a =
1, d = 1. Moreover, in the resulting threefold contraction Y
f
−→ X , Γ
is also smooth.
These examples together with example 1 earlier show that indeed
there is no restriction on the position of C in the fundamental cycle of
P ∈ Z, even if the singularity of 0 ∈ T is fixed.
4.2. Non Normal, Non-semistable neighborhoods. In this sec-
tion we will classify non-semistable divisorial neighborhoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→
X ∋ 0, with the property that if 0 ∈ T is the general section of X
through 0, then f ∗T = Z is not normal. Such neighborhoods do exist
as shown by Example 2.
Theorem 4.7. Non normal, non semistable divisorial extremal neigh-
borhoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, with 0 ∈ X of type cAk for some k, are
in one to one correspondence with Q-Gorenstein smoothings of non-
normal surface germs C ⊂ Z, whose normalization Z
pi
−→ Z has the
following properties.
(1) pi−1(C) = C1 ∪ C2, where C1, C2 are smooth rational curves
intersecting transversally. ie., C breaks in the normalization of
Z.
(2) Z has exactly three singular points P1, P2, Q. P1 is on C1
but not on C2, P2 is on C2 but not on C1, and Q ∈ C1 ∩ C2.
Moreover,
(a)
(P1 ∈ Z) ∼=
1
n(1, a) (P2 ∈ Z)
∼= 1n(1,−a)
for n, a, with (a, n) = 1, and P ∈ Z is a slt singulatity of
type (xy = 0)/Zn(a,−a, 1), where P = pi(P1) = pi(P2).
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(b)
(Q ∈ Z) ∼=


smooth
DuVal if mR(Z) = 2
1
m(1,−b) b|m+ 1, b 6= 1modm, mR(Z) = 3
1
m(1,−b) b|2m+ 1, b 6≡ 1modm, mR(Z) = 4
1
m(1,−b) b|m+ s+ 1, for some s ≥ 1,
b ≥ 2s+ 1, s + 1|b− s, and mQ(Z) = 4
and R = pi(Q) ∈ Z is a degenerate cusp [Ba83].
(c) The extended dual graph of the resolution of singularities
of Z is a chain. i.e., it is of the form
◦— · · ·— ◦— •— ◦— · · ·— ◦— •— ◦— · · ·—◦
(3)
(C1 − C2)
2 = n2[(C1 · C2)
2 − C21C
2
2 ]
(4)
am− (b+ 1)n | (m+ n2, b+ 1 + an)
Remark. Conditions 3. and 4. of the theorem guarantee that in
the resulting threefold contraction Y −→ X , X is cDV, and in fact cAk
for some k, and Γ is smooth.
Now let Y −→ X be the threefold contraction associated to a surface
germ Z as in the previous theorem. As in the normal case, we want to
obtain information about the singularities of X and the general section
S of X containing Γ.
Theorem 4.8. Let C ⊂ Z be a surface germ with the properties stated
in theorem 4.7, and let C ⊂ Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0 be the contraction of C. Let
C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be the associating threefold contraction. Then
(1) C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 can be obtained from the following diagram
V
ν
~~||
||
||
|| pi
  @
@@
@@
@@
@
W
g
  
BB
BB
BB
BB
Y
f
~~ ~
~~
~~
~
X
whereW is the blow up ofX along Γ. There are two g-exceptional
divisors, a ruled surface E over Γ, and F ∼= P2 over 0. V is the
Q-factorialization of E, and pi contracts FV ∼= P
2 to a point.
(2) KY · C = −1/n, and n = index(Y ).
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(3) 0 ∈ X is cAd−1, where
d =
νm
(νm, k)
where ν = (C1 − C2)
2k, and k = nm/(m, b+ 1).
(4) Let S be the general section of X containing Γ. It is Aν for
some ν. Suppose that Γ intersects the Ek exceptional curve in
the fundamental cycle of the minimal resolution of S. Then,
n =
ν + 1
(k, ν + 1)
Proof. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a non normal, non-semistable neigh-
borhood. Let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0, and
Z = f ∗T , which by assumption is not normal. By lemma 3.1, there
is exactly one high index point P ∈ Z, which must be slt, and Z − P
is slc. Let Z
pi
−→ Z, be the normalization of Z. We want to show
that pi−1(C) breaks to two curves. Suppose that it doesn’t, and that
C = pi−1(C) is irreducible. Then we will show that this cannot happen
unless Z itself is normal.
First we will describe the singularities of Z. By [KoBa88, Proposition
4.27], pi−1(P ) = {P1, P2}, with (P1 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/n(1, a), and (P2 ∈ Z) ∼=
1/n(1,−a).
Claim: Z − {P1, P2} is smooth.
By corollary 3.2, the index one points of Z must be either degenerate
cusps, or normal crossing, or pinch points. The only ones with not
smooth normalization are the degenerate cusps. The proof of the claim
will come from a detailed study of the possible degenerate cusps on
Z. At first we remark that the normalization of a degenerate cusp is
cyclic quotient and hence rational [Ba83]. Therefore Z has rational
singularities.
Z fits into the following diagram:
Y
h
  
  
  
  
p
// Y
g

>>
>>
>>
>>
Z
f
''O
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO Z
f
wwoo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
X
where Y is a semiresolution of Z [KoBa88], and Y its normalization.
Let Q ∈ Z be a degenerate cusp. Then ∆ = g−1(Q) is either a nodal
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rational curve or a cycle of smooth rational curves. Since C is irre-
ducible, then C does not break in Y too. Now we consider all the
possible cases.
Case 1. Suppose that ∆ is a cycle of smooth rational curves. Since
C itself is smooth, C must go through a vertex of the cycle, or intersect
only one edge once. Y −→ Y is generically 2−1 on C, since Y −g−1(Q)
is semismooth [KoBa88]. And since C does not break, p−1(∆) must
remain a cycle. But then this cannot contract to a rational singularity.
Therefore this case cannot happen.
Case 2. ∆ is a nodal rational curve. Similarly as before, ∆ remains
a nodal rational curve in Y , if C does not break.
Hence we proved that if C does not break in Z, Z has no degenerate
cusps and hence Z has exactly two singular points.
Now look at Z
f
−→ T . By [KoBa88, Proposition 4.26, 4.27] it follows
that the extended dual graph of Z must be
◦— · · ·— ◦— •— ◦— · · ·—◦
Compute C
2
. Standard computations concerning cyclic quotient sin-
gularities show that
C
2
= −1 +
a
n
+
n− a
n
= 0.
But this is impossible since C is contractible and hence it must be
C
2
< 0.
Therefore we have shown that C must break in the normalization of
Z to two smooth rational curves C1 and C2, and pi
−1(P ) = {P1, P2},
with (P1 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/n(1, a), and (P2 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/n(1,−a), where P ∈ Z is
the high index point. Moreover, since C breaks, there is a degenerate
cusp Q ∈ Z, and pi−1(Q) = {P} = C1∩C2. We now want to understand
the type of P ∈ Z.
In order to do this, we recall the following result by Shepherd-Barron.
Lemma 4.9 (Lemma 1.3, [Ba83]). Let (P ∈ Z) be a degenerate cusp.
Let Y
g
−→ Z be the semi-resolution, and Y
p
−→ Y , its normalization.
Let ∆ = g−1(P )red =
∑
Fi, the reduced exceptional locus of g, Ei the
strict transform of Fi in Y , C the double curve of Y and B = p
−1(C).
Then
(1) Fi ·∆ = E
2
i + 2−Ei ·B
(2) multP (Z) = max{2,−∆
2}
(3) embdimP (Z) = max{3,−∆
2}.
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Z corresponds to a divisorial neighborhood Y
f
−→ X . Since Y is
terminal and P ∈ Z corresponds to an index one point of Y , it follows
that embdimP (Z) ≤ 4. Hence from the previous lemma it follows that
−4 ≤ ∆2 ≤ −1.
By subadjunction we get that p−1(C) = C1 + C2. Now from part 1.
of the previous lemma follows that
∆2 =
k∑
i=1
E2i + 2k − 2.
We must now consider cases with respect to ∆2.
Case 1. ∆2 = −1. I claim that in this case Q ∈ Z is a smooth
point.
It is clear that there must be at least one −1 curve among the Ei’s.
we want to find its position in ∆. From 4.2 follows that
k∑
i=1
E2i = −2k + 1.
From lemma 4.9 it follows that
Fi ·∆ = E
2
i + 2− (C1 + C2) · Ei = 1− (C1 + C2) · Ei
If Ei is not an edge of ∆, then Fi · ∆ = 1 ≥ 0, which is impossible.
Hence the −1 curves must be edges of ∆. Therefore, ∆ is
−1
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
and hence Q ∈ Z is a smooth point.
Case 2. ∆2 = −2. In this case I claim that Q ∈ Z is an Am DuVal
singularity.
Again from lemma 4.9 follows that
k∑
i=1
E2i = −2k.
If E2i ≤ −2 for all i, then E
2
i = −2 for all i, and hence Q ∈ Z is Ak.
On the other hand if there is a −1 curve, then as before it must be an
adge of ∆. There are now two possibilities for ∆.
−1
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
−1
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−1
◦
Both of them give an Am point as well.
Working similarly we see that for the other two cases, the possible
singularities for Q ∈ Z are:
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Case 3. ∆2 = −3, and hence multP (Z) = 3. Then the dual graph
in the minimal resolution of Q ∈ Z is
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
Case 3. ∆2 = −4, and hence multP (Z) = 4. Then the dual graph
in the minimal resolution of Q ∈ Z is
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−4
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
In order to prove theorem 4.7.(b), it remains to describe the singulari-
ties with the above dual graph.
Lemma 4.10. (1) The singularity with dual graph
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
is the quotient singularity 1/m(1,−b), (m, b) = 1, b 6≡ 1modm,
and b|m+ 1.
(2) The singularity with dual graph
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−4
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
is the quotient singularity 1/m(1,−b), (m, b) = 1, b 6≡ 1modm,
and b|2m+ 1.
(3) The singularity with dual graph
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ — · · ·—
−2
◦
is the quotient singularity 1/m(1,−b), (m, b) = 1, b 6≡ 1modm,
1 ≤ b < m, b|m+s+1 for some s ≥ 1, b ≥ 2s+1 and s+1|b−s.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is just an exercise in continued fractions.
I will only do (2) here. The others are exactly similar with maybe more
or less calculations.
So, suppose P ∈ Z is a quotient singularity whose dual graph is the
one described in (2). Let m, k be the number of −2’s to the left and
to the right of −4 respectively. Then
Claim.
(P ∈ Z) ∼=
1
2mk + 3m+ 3k + 4
(1, 2mk + k + 3m+ 1).
This can be checked by induction on m and k and the relation be-
tween the dual graph of a quotient singularity 1/n(1, a) and the con-
tinued fraction decomposition of n/a [Lam85].
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Put m = 2mk + 3m + 3k + 4, and b = 2k + 3. Then P ∈ Z ∼=
1/m(1,−b). It is easy to see now that
2m+ 1 = (2m+ 3)b
and therefore b|2m+1, as claimed. Conversely, it is not difficult to see
that any singularity 1/m(1,−b) such that b|2m+1 has the dual graph
that appears in (2). 
Next we want to find the conditions for 0 ∈ X to be an index 1
singularity, and Γ smooth. To do this we will first show that
Claim: KY · C = −1/n.
For this we will need the following easy lemma.
Lemma 4.11. Let (P ∈ Z) ∼= 1/n(1, a) be a quotient surface singular-
ity, and let C1, C2 be two smooth proper curves intersecting each edge
of the dual graph of (P ∈ Z), i.e., the extended dual graph is
C1
• —
E1
◦ — · · ·—
Ek
◦ —
C2
•
Then C1 · C2 = 1/n.
Proof. Let U
f
−→ Z be the minimal resolution of (P ∈ Z), and Ei,
i = 1, . . . , k the exceptional curves. Suppose that n/a = [b1, . . . , bk],
where [b1, . . . , bk] denotes the continued fraction decomposition of n/a.
Then E2i = −bi and we can write
f ∗C1 = C
′
1 + a1E1 + · · · akEk.
Then C1 · C2 = ak. Intersecting with the Ei’s we get
0 = 1− b1a1 + a2
0 = a1 − b2a2 + a3
...
0 = ak−1 − bkak
Therefore we get that ak−1 = bkak, ak−2 = (bkbk−1 − 1)ak, . . . , a1 =
βak, for some integer β. Hence from the above equations we see that
ak = 1/m, for some integer m. But a1 = a/n. Hence a/n = β/m,
and therefore am = βn. Since (a, n) = 1, it follows that n|m. But
since na1 ∈ Z, it follows from the above equations that nai ∈ Z, for all
i. Hence nak ∈ Z, and hence m|n. Therefore m = n, and the lemma
follows. 
Return to the situation of theorems 4.7. 4.8. Assume that mult0Γ =
µ . Then as in the proof of lemma 4.2, we see that KY · C = −µ/ν,
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for some integer ν. Now the index of Y is n. Hence by adjunction it
follows that
ω
[n]
Z ⊗OC = OP1(−nµ/ν).
By subadjunction it also follows that
ωZ(C1 + C2) = pi
∗ωZ ⊗OZ .
Hence
ω
[n]
Z
(nC1 + nC2) = pi
∗ω
[n]
Z ⊗OZ .
Moreover, pi∗ω
[n]
Z ⊗ OCi
∼= ω
[n]
Z ⊗ OC
∼= OP1(−nµ/ν), since Ci ∼= C.
Hence
pi∗ωZ · Ci = −µ/ν,
and hence by subadjunction again
Ci · [KZ + C1 + C2] = −µ/ν.
We will now make a direct computation of the left hand side of the
above equation. In the minimal resolution of Z, one of the curves
C1, C2 must be a −1 curve. Suppose it is C1. Then from standard
computations in the theory of cyclic quotient singularities follows that
KZ · C1 = −1−
a− n+ 1
n
−
m− b−m+ 1
m
= −
a + 1
n
−
1− b
m
ans
C21 = −1 +
a
n
+
m− b
m
=
a
n
−
b
m
.
Therefore,
Ci · [KZ + C1 + C2] = −
1
n
and hence ν = nµ. Hence if Γ is smooth, then µ = 1 and the claim as
well as theorem 4.8.2 follows.
We now want to compute the multiplicity µ of Γ.
Lemma 4.12. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a non-normal divisorial
extremal neighborhood. Let Z ∈ |OY | be the general member, Z
pi
−→ Z
be its normalization, and T = f(Z). Write KZ = f
∗
KT +x1C1+x2C2.
Let E be the f -exceptional divisor and Γ = f(E). Then the multiplicity
µ of Γ is
µ =
x1 + x2 + 2
n
.
Proof. Look at how C degenerates in Y (considered as a deformation
of Z). As in lemma 4.2, we see that µ copies of disjoint P1’s degenerate
to νC, and we have already seen that µ = ν/n. Hence we need to find
ν. But ν is such that
[E ∩ Z] = νC
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as cycles. Moreover by adjunction we have that
ωZ = f
∗ωT ⊗OY (E)⊗OZ .
Let L = OY (E) ⊗ OZ . Then L
−1 = IE∩Z,Z . We want to find what is
pi−1(E ∩ Z). By subadjunction we get that
ωZ(C1 + C2) = pi
∗ωZ = f
∗
ωT ⊗ pi
∗L,
and hence
f
∗
ωT ((x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2) = f
∗
ωT ⊗ pi
∗L.
Therefore,
pi∗L = OZ((x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2),
and
[pi−1(E ∩ Z)] = (x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2.
Now consider the map
(x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2 −→ νC
and apply pi∗ as cycle map. Then
pi∗((x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2) = νC.
But pi∗[C1] = pi∗[C2] = [C]. Therefore (x1 + x2 + 2)[C] = ν[C], and
hence
µ =
ν
n
=
x1 + x2 + 2
n
and the lemma follows. 
We now want to find the condition for 0 ∈ T to be DuVal and hence
0 ∈ X cDV. It is clear that 0 ∈ T is DuVal if and only if
(1) x1, x2 ∈ Z, and
(2) KZ − x1C1 − x2C2 ∈ Pic(Z)
We will now interpret these conditions. Condition (1) above means
that there are integer solutions of the system of equations
x1C
2
1 + x2C1 · C2 = KZ · C1
x1C1 · C2 + x2C
2
2 = KZ · C2
By lemma 4.12, Γ is smooth iff x1 + x2 = n − 2. This together with
the above system of equations give that
x1 =
KZ · C1 − (n− 2)C1 · C2
C21 − C1 · C2
=
KZ · C2 − (n− 2)C
2
2
C1 · C2 − C
2
2
∈ Z
We also know that [KZ + C1 + C2] · Ci = −1/n. i = 1, 2. Therefore,
KZ · C2 − (n− 2)C
2
2 = −1/n− C1 · C2 − (n− 1)C
2
1 .
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Hence
KZ · C1 − (n− 2)C1 · C2
C21 − C1 · C2
= −
1/n+ C1 · C2 + (n− 1)C
2
2
C1 · C2 − C
2
2
subtracting n− 1 from both sides we get
KZ · C1 + C1 · C2 − (n− 1)C
2
1
C21 − C1 · C2
= −
1/n+ nC1 · C2
C1 · C2 − C
2
2
Use that [KZ + C1 + C2] · Ci = −1/n again to get that
1 + n2C21
C21 − C1 · C2
=
1 + n2C1 · C2
C1 · C2 − C
2
2
This in return gives that
(C1 − C2)
2 = n2[(C1 · C2)
2 − C21C
2
2 ],
and theorem 4.7.3 follows.
We also need that x1 ∈ Z. As before we see that KZ · C1 = −a/n−
1/n+ b/m− 1/m, C21 = a/n− b/m, and C1 ·C2 = 1/m. Then a simple
calculation shows that
(2) x1 =
KZ · C1 − (n− 2)C1 · C2
C21 − C1 · C2
= −1−
m+ n2
am− (b+ 1)n
.
Therefore a, b, m, n, must satisfy
(3)
m+ n2
am− (b+ 1)n
∈ Z.
We now want to find the conditions so thatKZ−x1C1−x2C2 ∈ Pic(Z).
At first we notice that this condition need only be satisfied at P1, P2.
The reason is that Q is over a degenerate cusp which corresponds to
an index terminal 1 singularity of Y and hence this condition is always
satisfied there.
The following result is useful.
Lemma 4.13. Let (0 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/n(1, a) be a cyclic quotient surface
singularity, and C a smooth curve that intersects an edge of the dual
graph of 0 ∈ Z. Then KZ −mC ∈ Pic(Z), where m > 0 is a positive
integer such that n|(am+ a+ 1).
Proof. Let U
f
−→ Z be the minimal resolution and Ei the exceptional
divisors. Then we can write
KU = f
∗KZ +
∑k
i=1 βiEi
f ∗C = C ′ +
∑k
i=1 γiEi
We must find an integer m > 0 such that βi + mγi ∈ Z. But we
also know that β1 = (a − n + 1)/n, and γ1 = a/n. Now as in the
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proof of lemma 2.11 we see that it is sufficient to find an m such that
β1+mγ1 ∈ Z. But this is equivalent to the condition of the lemma. 
Now if 0 ∈ T is DuVal, then KZ − x1C1 − x2C2 is Cartier. We have
already said that this condition is in any case satisfied at Q ∈ Z since it
lies over a degenerate cusp that corresponds to an isolated index 1 point
of Y . So we only need to find conditions at P1, P2. By lemma 4.12,
and since Γ is smooth, x1 + x2 = n − 2. Therefore we need to check
when KZ − x1C1 − (n − 2 − x1)C2 is Cartier. Check at P1 first. By
the previous lemma this happens iff n|ax1+a+1. Similarly, at P2 this
happens iff n|(n − a)(n − 2 − x1) + n − a + 1, which is equivalent to
n|ax1 + a+ 1. But by (2) follows that
ax1 + a+ 1 = −n
b+ 1 + an
am− (b+ 1)n
.
Hence n|ax1 + a+ 1 iff
b+ 1 + an
am− (b+ 1)n
∈ Z.
This concludes the proof of theorem 4.7.
Theorem 4.8.1, .4 are proved exactly the same way as theorem 4.4.
It only remains to show (3).
Pick a line 0 ∈ l1 ⊂ T such that it intersects the edge of the dual
graph of 0 ∈ T , and that l1 = f
−1
∗ l goes through P1. Then if 0 ∈ T is
Ad−1, dl1 is Cartier and hence the index of f
∗
l1 is d.
Suppose that
f
∗
l1 = l1 + a1C1 + a2C2
Intersect with C1, C2. Then
a1C
2
1 + a2C1 · C2 = −C1 · l1 = −1/n
a1C1 · C2 + a2C
2
2 = 0
Therefore we find that
a1 = n
C22
(C1 − C2)
2 , a2 = −n
C1 · C2
(C1 − C2)
2 = −n
1
m(C1 − C2)
2
Look at P2. indexP2(f
∗
l1) = indexP2(n/m(C1−C2)
2)C2. nC2 is Cartier
at P2. Hence if (C1 − C2)
2 = ν/k, then indexP2(f
∗
l1) = mν/(k,mν).
We must now compute the index of C1−C2. At P1, P2 it is n. Check
now at Q. The extended dual graph of Q ∈ Z is
•— ◦— · · ·— ◦—•
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Let U
g
−→ Q ∈ Z be the minimal resolution, and let Ei be the excep-
tional curves. Then
g∗C1 = C
′
1 +
m− b
m E1 + · · ·
g∗C2 = C
′
2 +
1
mE1 + · · ·
Therefore
g∗(C1 − C2) = C
′
1 − C
′
2 +
m− b− 1
m
E1 + · · ·
and hence
indexQ(C1 − C2) =
m
(m, b+ 1)
Therefore
k = index(C1 − C2) = lcm(n,
m
(m, b+ 1)
)
I now claim that in fact k = mn/(m, b+1).This will follow if we prove
that (n,m/(m, b + 1)) = 1. Suppose that a prime p divides n and
m/(m, b + 1). We have already shown that am − (b + 1)n divides
b+ 1 + an. Hence p|(b+ 1) and of course p|m. Hence p = 1.
Now let k(C1 − C2)
2 = ν ∈ Z. Then from the previous discussion it
follows that
indexP2(f
∗
l1) =
mν
(k,mν)
We now want to check at P2. To do this pick another line 0 ∈ l2 ⊂ T
such that it intersects one end of the dual graph of 0 ∈ T and that l2
goes through P2. Then l1 + l2 = KT and it is Cartier.
Claim:
f
∗
(l1 + l2) = l1 + l2 + (x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2.
Then at P1 it follows that l1+(x1+1)C1 is Cartier, and hence we need
to find the index at P1 of (a1 − x1 − 1)C1. But a simple calculation
shows that a1 + a2 = x1 + 1. Hence (a1 − x1 − 1)C1 = −a2C1 =
−n/m(C1 − C2)
2C1. As before we conclude again that
indexP1(f
∗
l1) =
mν
(k,mν)
The same method applies to Q also and we get theorem 4.8.3.
Now to prove the claim. Suppose that
f
∗
(l1 + l2) = l1 + l2 + b1C1 + b2C2
and let Y
f
−→ X the corresponding threefold contraction. Let S be
the general section of X through Γ. Then S ∩ T = l1 + l2. Moreover
by assumption, SY ∼= S. Therefore SY ∩Z = l
′
1+ l
′
2. But SY ∈ |−KY |
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and therefore SY ·Z = −KY ·Z = −E ·Z. Now by using subadjunction
and adjunction as before we conclude that
f
∗
(l1 + l2) = l1 + l2 + (x1 + 1)C1 + (x2 + 1)C2
as claimed.

The next example shows that it is possible that Q ∈ Z is singular
and in the resulting contraction Y −→ X , Γ is smooth.
Example: Consider the configuration
−2
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−2
• —
−3
◦ —
−1
• —
−2
◦ —
−5
◦
Contract all the curves except the ones marked by a solid circle. Then
we get a map Z
f
−→ T , such that 0 ∈ T is an A5 singularity, and Z
has exactly three singular points P1 ∈ C1, P2 ∈ C2 and Q ∈ C1 ∩ C2.
Moreover it is easy to see that (P1 ∈ Z) ∼= 1/9(1, 5), (P2 ∈ Z) ∼=
1/9(1,−5), and Q ∈ Z) ∼= 1/3(1, 1).
Now it is not difficult to see that C21 = −1 + 5/9 + 1/3 = −1/9,
C22 = −2 + 4/9 + 1/3 = −11/9, C1 · C2 = 1/3, KZ · C1 = −1/3 and
KZ ·C2 = 7/9. Then in the notation of the proof of theorem 4.7, x1 = 6
and x2 = 1. Therefore
mult0(Γ) =
6 + 1 + 2
9
= 1
and hence Γ is smooth.
5. Semistable neighborhoods
In this section we will classify the semistable divisorial extremal
neighborhoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0. Let E be the f -exceptional di-
visor, Γ = f(E), and S the general section of X through Γ. Recall
that such a neighborhood is called semistable if C ⊂ SY = f
−1
∗ S.
The following example shows that such neighborhoods do exist.
Example: Consider the configuration
−3
◦ —
−2
◦ —
−3
◦ —
−1
• —
−2
◦ —
−5
◦
Contract all curves except the −1 curve to obtain a morphism C ⊂
Z
f
−→ T ∋ 0, where 0 ∈ T is anA2 DuVal singularity, and Z has exactly
two singular points P, Q. Moreover by the construction it is clear that
(P ∈ Z) ∼= 1/12(1, 5), and (Q ∈ Z) ∼= 1/9(1, 5). Z has index 2 at P and
3 atQ. These singularities are T -singularities, and therefore they admit
Q-Gorenstein terminal smoothings. Take one, say Y . Then f extends
to the family and we get a semistable divisorial extremal neighborhood
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Y
f
−→ X . Let E be the exceptional divisor and Γ = f(E). As in
previous examples, it is easy to compute that KZ · C = −1/6, and
C2 = −1/36. Then by lemma 4.2, mult(Γ) = −(KY ·C)
2/C2 = 1, and
hence Γ is a smooth curve.
Remark: At this point I would like to point out that semistable
extremal neighborhoods cannot be constructed from the diagram of
theorem 4.4.1. The reason is that if this was possible then SY ∼= S,
which is not the case here. However, they can be constructed from the
diagram [Tzi02]
V
ν

φ
//_______ V ′
pi

W
g
  B
BB
BB
BB
B Y
f
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
X
but flips will always appear in φ.
Let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0. As before we want
to understand the singularities of Z = f ∗T , and then treat the problem
of classification of semistable extremal neighborhoods as a problem of
deformations of certain surface singularities.
Lemma 5.1. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a semistable divisorial extremal
neighborhood, and let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0. Then
Z = f ∗T is normal and its singular locus is exactly two T-singularities
of index bigger than one.
Proof. Let S be the general section of X through Γ. By the proof of
lemma 3.1, the pair (Y, SY+Z) is log-canonical. Since the neighborhood
is semistable, we have that C ⊂ SZ . Therefore the pair (Y, Z) is
klt. Hence Z is normal [Ko-Mo98, Proposition 5.51] and the high
index points are by lemma 3.1 T -singularities. Moreover, by [Ko-Mo92,
Theorem 2.2.4], Y has exactly two singular points and they both have
index bigger than one. Hence also Z has exactly two high index points.
It remains to show that Z has no other singular points.
Again from [Ko-Mo92, Theorem 2.2.4] follows that the extended dual
graph of SY is
◦— · · ·— ◦—
C
• — ◦— · · ·—◦
0 ∈ S can be written as xy− zn+1 = 0. Let l1, l2 be the lines x = z = 0
and y = z = 0 respectively. Now consider the cycle ∆ = l′1 + l
′
2 + C.
It is not difficult to see by examining the dual graph, that C ·∆ = 0,
and in fact ∆ = f ∗(l1 + l2), and in particular it is Cartier.
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Claim: There is a surface H ⊂ Y such that H ∩ SY = ∆, and
C ·H = 0.
Then SY is Cartier at any index one point of Y , and hence ∆ =
SY ∩ H is also Cartier in H . But since ∆ is smooth away from the
singular points of Y , it follows that H must be smooth as well. Then
T = f(H) is a section of X through 0 and we can take Z to be H .
Now to prove the claim. ∆ ∈ |OSY |. Since SY ∈ | −KY |, there is an
exact sequence
0 −→ OY (KY ) −→ OY −→ OSY −→ 0
By Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing it follows that the following sequence
is exact
0 −→ H0(OY (KY )) −→ H
0(OY ) −→ H
0(OSY ) −→ H
1(OY (KY )) = 0
Therefore there exist an elementH ∈ |OY | with the required properties.
Now the claim and hence the lemma too follows. 
We may now use the deformation theory of T -singularities to classify
semistable neighborhoods.
Theorem 5.2. Semistable divisorial extremal neighborhoods with smooth
center are in one to one correspondence with Q-Gorenstein smoothings
of germs of surfaces C ⊂ Z, with C ∼= P1, with the following properties
(1) Z has exactly two singular points P and P ′. Moreover,
(P ∈ Z) ∼= 1
n2d
(1, and− 1), (P ′ ∈ Z) ∼= 1
n′2d′
(1, a′n′d′ − 1)
(2) (n, n′) = (a, a′) = 1.
(3) d|n′, and d′|n.
(4) nn′ − an′ − a′n = −1.
(5) dd′ = n′2d′ + n2d− nn′dd′.
Proof. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a semistable divisorial extremal
neighborhood. Let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0 and
Z = f ∗T .
Part (1) follows immediately from corollary 3.2 and lemma 5.1.
To see (2). By [Mo88, Corollary 1.10], it follows that (n, n′) = 1
iff Clsc(Y ) is torsion free. But we have already seen in the proof of
theorem 4.3 that X has index one iff this happens. Therefore (n, n′) =
1.
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To continue we now compute KZ ·C and C
2. Standard computations
in cyclic quotient singularities give that
KZ · C = 1−
a
n
−
a′
n′
=
nn′ − an′ − a′n
nn′
(4)
C2 =
nn′dd′ − n′2d′ − n2d′
n2n′2dd′
(5)
Now arguing as in the proof of lemma 4.2 we see that KY ·C = −1/ν,
for some ν. Therefore by adjunction it follows that KZ ·C = KY ·C =
−1/ν, and therefore
1
KZ · C
=
nn′
nn′ − an′ − a′n
∈ Z.
Let p be a prime dividing nn′ − an′ − a′n. Then p|n or p|n′. But
(a, a′) = (n, n′) = 1. If p|n then p|an′, and hence p = 1. Similarly if
p|n′. Therefore we conclude that nn′ − an′ − a′n = −1, and part (4)
follows.
From lemma 4.2 it follows that the center Γ is smooth iff
(KZ · C)
2
C2
= −1
and hence iff
(6) dd′ = n′
2
d′ + n2d− nn′dd′,
and part (5) follows.
It remains to show (3). It is clear that index(Z) = lcm(n, n′) = nn′.
Moreover, indexP (C) = n
2d, and indexP ′(C) = n
′2d′. It is also clear
from (4), (5), (6), that
KZ = f
∗KT + nn
′C.
Hence at P , n2n′C is Cartier. Therefore n2d|n2n′, and hence d|n′.
Similarly checking at P ′ we get that d′|n. 
Now let C ⊂ Z be a germ as in the theorem, and let Y
f
−→ X
be the corresponding extremal neighborhood. The next theorem gives
information about the singularities of X .
Theorem 5.3. Let C ⊂ Z be a surface germ as in the previous the-
orem, and let Y −→ X be the corresponding extremal neighborhood.
Then
(1) The general section T of X through 0 is an Add′−1 DuVal sin-
gularity.
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(2) The general section S of X through the center Γ is an Ank+n′k′−1
DuVal singularity, where k, k′ are the axial multiplicities of
P ∈ Y , P ′ ∈ Y .
(3) Let Ei be the exceptional curves in the minimal resolution of S.
Then Γ intersects Es, with s = nk
′/d′ − n′k/d+ kn.
Proof. To show (2) we will follow the same method as in the proof of
theorem 4.8.
0 ∈ T is of the form xy − zm+1 = 0. Now let l1, l2 be the lines
x = z = 0, and y = z = 0, respectively. Then they both have index
m+1 in T . Let l′1, l
′
2 be their birational transforms in Z. Then P ∈ l
′
1,
and P ′ ∈ l′2. Then the index of f
∗li is m+ 1 and this is what we want
to find. Suppose that f ∗l1 = l
′
1 + δC. From lemma 4.11 it follows that
l′1 ·C = 1/n
2d, and l′2 ·C = 1/n
′2d′. Hence intersecting with C we find
that
f ∗l1 = l
′
1 +
n′2
d
C
f ∗l2 = l
′
2 +
n2
d′
C
l1 + l2 is Cartier in T and hence
f ∗(l1 + l2) = l
′
1 + l
′
2 + (
n′2
d
+
n2
d′
)C
is also Cartier. Checking at P we see that (l′1 + n
′2/dC) + n2/d′C is
also Cartier. Therefore the index of f ∗(l1) is dd
′ and part (1) follows.
Part (2) follows from [Ko-Mo92, Theorem 2.2.4].
Now let E be the f -exceptional divisor and Γ = f(E) it’s center that
by assumption is a smooth curve. We want to find the position of Γ
in the fundamental cycle of the general section S of X through Γ. For
this we need the following easy result.
Lemma 5.4. Let (0 ∈ C ⊂ T ) be the germ of an An DuVal singularity
alond a proper curve C. Let U
f
−→ T be the minimal resolution and
E1, . . . , En the exceptional curves. Let Γ be a smooth curve through 0
such that f−1∗ Γ intersects Ek. Then
C · Γ =
k
n+ 1
Proof. It is easy to see that
f ∗C = C ′ +
n∑
i=1
i
n+ 1
Ei
and therefore C · Γ = k/(n+ 1). 
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Now by [Ko-Mo92, Theorem 2.2.4], the extended dual graph of SY
is
(7)
E1
◦ — · · ·—
Enk−1
◦ —
C
• —
Enk+1
◦ — · · ·—
En′k′+nk−1
◦
Now we want to find the divisorial part of SY ∩ E. Suppose that
(SY ∩ E)div = Γ + δC
for some δ. Suppose that Γ intersects Em, with m < nk. Pick a line
l through 0 in SY such that in the minimal resolution it intersects
En′k′+nk−1.
Now compute l · E in two ways.
l · E = (l · (E|SY ))SY = (l · (Γ + δC))SY = δ(l · C)SY =
δ
n′k′
and
l · E = (l · E|Z)Z = (l · (nn
′C))Z = nn
′ 1
n′2d′
=
n
n′d′
Here we have used that E|Z = nn′C. This follows from adjunction in
Y since KZ = f
∗KT + nn
′C, and lemma 4.11. Therefore δ = nk′/d′.
We now want to compute (C2)SY . Let U
g
−→ SY be the minimal
resolution. Then from (7) it follows that
g∗C = C ′ +
nk−1∑
i=1
i
nk
Ei +
n′k′−1∑
j=1
n′k′ − j
n′k′
Ej
Therefore,
(C2)SY = −2 +
nk − 1
nk
+
n′k′ − 1
n′k′
= −
1
nk
−
1
n′k′
Now
−
1
nn′
= C ·KY = C · E = (C · E|SY )SY = (C · (Γ +
nk′
d′
C))|SY =
= (C · Γ)SY −
nk′
d′
nk + n′k′
nn′kk′
Now by the previous lemma,
(C · Γ)SY =
m
nk
and therefore
m =
nk′
d′
nk + n′k′
n′k′
−
k
n′
=
n
d′
k′ +
n2 − d′
n′d′
k
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But by theorem 5.2.5, dd′ = n2d+n′2d′−nn′dd′, and hence (n2−d′)d =
−n′d′(n′ − nd). Therefore,
m =
n
d′
k′ −
n′ − nd
d
k =
n
d′
k′ −
n′
d
k + kn
as claimed. 
We can now relate extremal neighborhoods with the solutions of
certain Pell equations.
Corollary 5.5. Fix an Ak−1 DuVal singularity 0 ∈ T . Then semistable
divisorial extremal neighborhoods C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, with smooth
center, and such that the general section of X through 0 is T , are in
one to one correspendence with the integer solutions (x, y), with y 6= 0,
of the Pell equations
k
d
x2 − d(k − 4)y2 = 4
for all d|k. In particular, if k = p is prime, then such semistable neigh-
borhoods are in one to one correspondence with the integer solutions of
the equation x2 − p(p− 4)y2 = 4.
Remark: In general it is not known that the above Pell equations
always have solutions. However, if p(p− 4) is square free and positive,
then there are infinitely many and hence infinitely many corresponding
semistable neighborhoods. But it is possible that for special values of
p, there may be no solutions and hence no corresponding semistable
neighborhoods. Unfortunately I do not know of any such examples.
The case p = 2, 3 are particularly simple and we will treat them later.
Proof. From theorem 5.2.5, dd′ = n2d+ n′2d′− nn′dd′. Moreover, d|n′,
and d′|n. Hence, n′ = m′d, and n = md′. Hence
(8) 1 = m′
2
d+m2d′ −mm′dd′.
By theorem 5.3.1, we know that k = dd′. Hence putting d′ = k/d and
completing the square in (8), we find that
k
d
(2m− dm′)2 − d(k − 4)m′
2
= 4
and therefore we get the correspondence between semistable extremal
neighborhoods and integer solutions of the Pell equation k/dx2−d(k−
4)y2 = 4 as claimed. Moreover, the correspondence is given by x =
2n/d′ − n′, and y = n′/d. Clearly now y cannot be zero. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. Fix data as in theorem 3.3. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→
X ∋ 0 be a divisorial extremal neighborhood. Then let Z = f ∗T .
By [Ko-Mo92, Proposition 11.4], there is a map
(9) Def(Z) −→ Def(T ).
By theorems 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, 4.8, 5.2, 5.3, there are finitely many only
surface germs C ⊂ Z, so that the assumptions of the theorem about the
general section through 0 and Γ, are satisfied. LetWC,Σ be the union of
the images of the maps as in (9). Then this is closed and by [Ko-Mo92,
Proposition 11.4] satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 
As an application we will consider the case of neighborhoods Y
f
−→
X , where X is cA1 or cA2.
5.1. The cA1 case. This case behaves especially well as shown by the
next theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Let C ⊂ Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0 be a divisorial extremal neigh-
borhood with smooth center, such that 0 ∈ X is cA1 type singularity.
Let 0 ∈ T be the general section of X through 0, and S the general
section through the center Γ. Then
(1) TY = f
∗T is a normal klt surface with exactly one high index
point.
(2) f can be obtained from the following diagram
Z
ν
~~||
||
||
|| pi
  
@@
@@
@@
@@
W
g
  B
BB
BB
BB
B Y
f
~~ ~
~~
~~
~
X
where all spaces involved are as in theorem 4.4.
(3) SY ∼= S. In particular no semistable extremal neighborhood f
exists with X cA1.
Proof. Parts (2) and (3) will follow from theorems 4.4, 4.8 if we show
that no semistable neighborhood exists with X cA1. Suppose there
exists. Then by lemma 5.5, such neighborhoods are in one to one
correspondence with the solutions of the Pell equation x2 + 4y2 = 4,
and the correspondence is given by x = 2n− n′, y = n′/2, where n, n′
are the indices of the two singular points of Y . But the only possibilities
are x = 0, y = 1 and x = 2, y = 0. They give n = 1, n′ = 2, and
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n = 1, n′ = 0. Both are impossible and hence there is no semistable
neighborhood of this type.
The only that is left is to show that TY is normal. Suppose not. Then
we are in the situation of theorems 4.7, 4.8. Adopt the notation of these
two theorems. Since T is an A1 DuVal singularity, by theorem 4.8.3,
m2n
(m, b+ 1)
(C1 − C2)
2 = 2(
mn
(m, b+ 1)
,
m2n
(m, b+ 1)
(C1 − C2)
2)
Therefore, there is a δ ∈ Z, such that
δ ·
1
2
m2n
(m, b+ 1)
(C1 − C2)
2 =
mn
(m, b+ 1)
and hence
(10) (C1 − C2)
2 =
2
mδ
.
Moreover, by theorem 4.7.3,
(C1 − C2)
2 = n2[(C1 · C2)
2 − C21C
2
2 ].
Taking into consideration that C1·C2 = 1/m, and that C
2
1 = a/n−b/m,
we find that
2
mδ
= (C1 − C2)
2 =
(n−ma− nb)2
m(m+ amn− n2b)
and hence
δ =
2m+ 2amn− 2n2b
(n− am− bn)2
∈ Z.
Now
|δ| ≤
2m+ 2amn + 2n2b
(n− am− bn)2
and it is easy to see that the above quantity is less than 1 if b ≥ 4, and
hence δ cannot be an integer. Therefore we must check only the cases
b = 1, 2, 3.
I will only do the case b = 1. The others are treated similarly.
If b = 1, then Q ∈ Z ∼= 1/m(1,−1) = 1/m(1, m− 1), and hence it is
an Am−1 DuVal singularity.
Compute now C21 and C
2
2 . Suppose that in the minimal resolution
of Z, C ′2
2 = −d. Then
C21 =
a
n
−
1
m
C22 = −d +
n− a
n
+
m− 1
m
= 2− d−
a
n
−
1
m
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Moreover, C1 · C2 = 1/m, and hence
(C1 − C2)
2 = −
4
m
+ 2− d
But now from (10) it follows that
2
m(C1 − C2)2
=
2
−4 + 2m−md
∈ Z
It is now easy to see that the only possibilities are (m, d) = (5, 1), or
(3, 1), or (6, 1), or (2, 1). In any case d = 1. Hence the part of the
extended dual graph of Z that corresponds to C1, C2 and Q is
−1
•
C1
—
−2
◦
E1
— · · ·—
−2
◦
Em
—
−1
•
C2
This configuration should be contractible. But
(C1 +
m∑
i=1
Ei + C2)
2 = −1− 2m− 1 + 2 + 2(m− 1) + 2 = 0
which is impossible since it must be negative. Hence TY must be normal
and theorem 5.6 follows. 
5.2. The cA2 case. We will now classify semistable extremal neighbor-
hoods Y
f
−→ X , such that X is cA2 type. Again by using corollary 5.5,
we see that such neighborhoods are in one to one correspondence with
the integer solutions of the Pell equation x2 + 3y2 = 4, and the cor-
respondence is given by x = 2n − n′, y = n′/3. The only solution is
x = 1, y = 1, which gives n = 2 and n′ = 3. Moreover, dd′ = 3. Hence
from this and theorem 5.2.5, it follows that d′ = 1 and d = 3. From
theorem 5.2.4 it also follows that 3a + 2a′ = 7 and hence a = 1 and
a′ = 2. Therefore, (P ∈ Z) ∼= 1/12(1, 5) ∼= (xy − z6 = 0)/Z2(1,−1, 1),
and (P ′ ∈ Z) ∼= 1/9(1, 5) ∼= (xy − z3 = 0)/Z3(1,−1, 2).
Now let S be the general section of X through Γ. We would like to
find conditions under which a semistable neighborhood with these data
does not exist. Suppose that S is Am type DuVal singularity and that
Γ intersects the s part of the dual graph of S. Then by theorem 5.3, it
follows that
2k + 3k′ = m+ 1
k + k′ = s
They give that 3s − m − 1 = k, and hence if it happens that s ≤
(m+1)/3, such a k does not exist and hence no semistable neighborhood
as well.
Hence we have shown the following.
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Proposition 5.7. Semistable divisorial extremal neighborhoods C ⊂
Y
f
−→ X ∋ 0, such that 0 ∈ X is a cA2 cDV singularity, are in one to
one correspondence with Q-Gorenstein smoothings of the surface germ
C ⊂ Z, such that the singular locus of Z is just two points (P ∈ Z) ∼=
(xy− z6 = 0)/Z2(1,−1, 1), and (P
′ ∈ Z) ∼= (xy− z3 = 0)/Z3(1,−1, 2).
Let S be the general section of X through Γ. S is an Am DuVal
singularity for some m, and suppose that Γ intersects the s part of the
dual graph of S. Then if s ≤ (m+1)/3, no semistable contraction with
this data exists.
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